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CANCELLATION A LOT OF LIES AND FANTASIES
THE MOST OBVIOUS SIGNS THAT CERTAIN CORRECT AN-

SWERS AND GUIDANCE THOUGHTS ARE PROVIDED

Before listening to any other truth, you will receive a shield for the 
deception if first you hear this truth here: Some have chosen the truths 
from which they earn money either openly as scammers or from their 
work and collaborations. Many of them are usually and appear success-
ful and their voice is heard while many others hope to work with them. 
You have the appreciation of the truth for most information and opin-
ions without any research. You usually blindly trust in the assumption 
that what you learn has been ascertained and it is right and with the im-
pression, that many others are saying the same. You easily appreciate 
the credibility and convince yourself because your expectations are fa-
cilitated. You are impressed, lured, envious and imagined that with your 
agreement and your cooperation you will win and your future will be-
come safer.  Many times  you are  convinced because,  along with  the 
well-known and confirmed, they are interlarded some lies, excesses and 
you have anticipations with your imagination. Only with the truth clear-
ly formulated would you not have been convinced, and you might have 
been dissatisfied. All knowledge certificates, licenses and award-win-
ning skills for you are certificates of permanent and life-long reliability 
for every thought they express.*1 (More on pages INFORMATION & 
DECEPTION).  And of  course,  no  one  wants  to  appreciate,  that  the 
world  is  more  complex,  with  inexhaustible  details,  is  more  unpre-
dictable, with many options but for a short life, with luck decisive and 
knowledge often unnecessary or inadequate.*2 
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Some to appreciate the thoughts and the probability of truth wait to 
see how much money they will earn. Many times they are unconcerned 
and have a view of simply losing time and they hope from their other 
actions. First they track the reactions of others to assess the likelihood 
of winning customers, voters, viewers and readers. If there is no play, if 
the thoughts and opinions do not sound, or they do not cause social mo-
bility, commercial traffic and political developments, then these specu-
lators and selfish people annihilate the importance and perspective of 
thoughts. No one wants to hear or read thoughts without interest. But 
the thoughts that have interest for speculators are those that bring mon-
ey, acquaintances, customers, and at best they are those thoughts that 
will solve a direct problem or give a hope. The trade with hopes, the ac-
tion with expectations and the speculation invade in spirit, appoint the 
truth, and they are facilitated with the illusion of knowledge.

Some people express this question: How are you so much sure about 
your answers or that your answers are so important and will upset soci-
ety? Some people express this question in good faith while some others 
in bad faith. The first, the bona fide people would like to be informed 
better  and  learn  the  answers,  but  for  different  reasons  they  do  not. 
Those who have bad faith look for mistakes and other shortcomings to 
question the answers. To answer this question, firstly I respond to them 
that their question is a broad area in my own research effort. That is, the 
answer as to when something that we say about or think is right or not, 
this issue has been searched for in my own theoretical research. A much 
of the theoretical  work has been dealt  with by this  issue,  and this  I 
present and explain: When do we know reliably and how much certain-
ty to be have? Rarely, a writer or thinker gives to the reader not only 
opinions and convincing theories, but also mental equipments to avoid 
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falling victim to fallacy and deception! Observing the answers and the 
developed thoughts from my long-term effort, I find the following signs 
of credibility and about their importance: 

I) COMMON EXPERIENCE. Firstly,  we talk  and think about 
things  that  exist,  not  about  our  imagination,  nor  about  testi-
monies. That is, for things that anyone can detect, investigate and 
identify, and not about things that are easily contested. For exam-
ple. We are people and have thinking, the bodies act and react, 
moves or stop, things are made up of smaller parts and appear in 
different forms, etc. Our thinking is limited to observations of our 
own experience and not to what we have heard or read. We do not 
rely on any ready-made knowledge that we can not understand or 
verify. We especially avoid historical knowledge. 

II) KNOWN VOCABULARY. We talk about things in their usual 
name without distinguishing one thing from another with a spe-
cial name, as if these were things that did not have similarities. 
We speak with the vocabulary,  which everyone understands in 
their language, admitted the disadvantage of inaccuracy, but with 
the scope for investigation and verification when needed. So easi-
ly, only through language it is revealed that a multitude of phe-
nomena which are described as different, with different vocabu-
lary and in separate sciences, all these are almost the same things 
and by a few common and ordinary phenomena which are trans-
formed.* They appear differently from the details (in quantity and 
in physical sizes). 

III) THINGS  ALWAYS  HAVE  AN  INFLUENCE  AND  DE-
PENDS. We are talking about things with the claim that we will 
count them as parts of a wider whole and that the whole world is 
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somewhat involved in their existence and for the effect of their 
action. We are not talking about things as the case of experts, that 
these are  independent things  and well  isolated (from a host of 
other phenomena). Therefore, we do not accept that a result it is 
fully certain and determined exactly thus as we rationalize it.

IV) THE DIFFERENCE OF THINGS FROM THOUGHT.  We 
thinking and appreciate that all our knowledge and every view is 
formed mentally, with words and meanings within our biological 
body. We observe that our concepts and reflections in our think-
ing are something other than things that are reflected in our think-
ing. The language inevitably removes information about things, 
while with the language all scientific observations are formed and 
expressed. We are talking with the awareness of the impossibility 
of full knowledge.

V) CONNECTION  LOT OF  VIEWS.  Does  not  given  only  a 
piecemeal answer, which has no other implications for other is-
sues and no answer for the new questions that arise. We are not 
talking about explaining a distinct and rare phenomenon. We are 
talking about a large package of many answers and with an inter-
pretation from which it is revealed how a number of phenomena 
and many separate issues are connected. These answers with their 
consistency and with the necessary steps of thought can not be 
evaluated in a piecemeal way, and they are difficult to recognize 
in the oral speech. Generally, in speaking and discussion, it would 
be even easier to challenge and deny a lot of knowledge if previ-
ously we did not have the knowledge somewhere imprinted with 
a multitude of consequences and observations and without the in-
terference of irrelevant thoughts.
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VI) USEFULNESS OF RESEARCH. Even when the answers are 
doubtful and of lesser importance, the creative thoughts that ex-
tended to many books and after long-term unfoldment, continue 
to offer for research and in order to avoid many other mistakes. 
Some deficiencies and mistakes do not totally remove the useful-
ness of a theoretical effort and do not negate its successful mo-
ments.

VII) PHENOMENA INSEPARABLE FROM OUR LIVES.  We 
talk and think about things and phenomena that are permanently 
connected with our lives or with the whole world and with human 
society, regardless of place and time. Therefore, any new thought 
and observation, any overthrow and questioning, any revision and 
clarification can not be insignificant.

VIII) AGREEMENT WITH SCIENCE AND SIMPLIFICATION. 
Thoughts are rooted around observations in  visible things,  and 
most opinions coincide or agree with the views of the sciences. 
They do  not  conflict  with  experience,  and  when this  happens, 
then this conflict is explained again with observations in the real 
world. Hardly we will find fantastic facts and fantastic things. In-
stead, we often talk simplified about things that are described and 
analyzed tediously and detailed in scientific books. Where neces-
sary, knowledge and information from science is utilized.

IX) THOUGHTS  THAT  HAVE  BEEN  OBSERVED  FOR  A 
LONG TIME.  Thoughts,  theory and observations  have  shaped 
over a long period of time. This fact should not be degraded, but 
appreciated as a rare spiritual effort, from which it would be diffi-
cult to maintain frivolous thoughts and, on the contrary, thoughts 
have been examined, reworded, extended and revised many times 
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and with many causations.

X) KNOWLEDGE  WITH  AWARENESS  OF  THE  IMPOSSI-
BILITY OF FULL KNOWLEDGE. We do not think about things 
and the facts with the axiom of mindless and unversed in philoso-
phy, that things are just as they appear from our sensory organs 
and as we describe them. We think about things and we know, to-
gether with our knowledge about the mediation of a biological 
and spiritual vector of knowledge. We think about things, about 
events, about developments and their relationships along with this 
knowledge about the relativity of knowledge (due to the position, 
moment, biology, small differences in the composition of biologi-
cal bodies, due to our choices of the things that we want to we 
know and think about, etc.). In a nutshell, we do not think directly 
about things with the fallacy that knowledge is "derived" exclu-
sively from them and without knowing what is "knowledge".

Although in most of the answers we did 
not come up via a sequence of consistent 
reasoning.  Although  many  views  have 
been  formed  loosely,  without  focus  of 
thinking on a single issue or a simple question. Although imagination 
helped for rationally formulated thoughts.  The above findings where 
are numbered, they are some prerequisites for scientific research and 
ultimately for the disappearance of the doubts. When knowledge is not 
offered under these prerequisites, then knowledge is doubtful and sure-
ly  becomes  more  vulnerable  to  questioning.  Therefore,  I  return  the 
question of mistrust toward me: How confident are you for your own 
answers and for your views and where do you draw your assurance? 
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Did you think hard that you may have deceived yourself and that you 
are exploiting the world? If you do not have such an intention, then did 
you think conscientiously about whether you have overestimate your 
knowledge and thus you behave irresponsibly? You will be waiting ... 
when teachers around the world will write the books with the final an-
swers and when will they reproduce them in the educational institu-
tions? Will you expect more information from a magazine that you ac-
cidentally see in an ad or your neighbor's to brings stunning news?

> The credibility of the answers by the experts and the solu-
tions to the problems... for which we often pay:

The answer or the solution we give may be right, however, in 
most  cases  answers  are  given  with  many hypotheses  that  we 
usually conceal.  That is,  we expect a  result  with assumptions 
such as: If we have our health. If the other family members are 
well in their health. If we live in the same house, in the same 
area, with the same work and with the same income. If the same 
friendships and partnerships are maintained. If we can find the 
same things on the market and offer the same services. If the 
technologies we are familiar with do not change. If our acquain-
tances and friends will think with the same opinions and consid-
erations. If we do not have to pay a lot of money for an extraor-
dinary event. If the same government policy is implemented. If 
some lies do not spread against us. If the unsightly flaw on the 
epidermis or our body is not healed. If we have the same desire 
and patience. If our good relationship with loved ones does not 
spoil. If our appearance will be the same. If the difference in age 
does not prevent. If, after better knowledge and information, our 
opinion does not change (own  or of others). If our love affair 
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does not  spoil.  If  what  we usually eat  is  just  as  safe for  our 
health. These are few possible assumptions that we leave out of 
our thoughts  and discussions,  and without  the details  of each 
case.  While theoretically infinite "if" determines or changes a 
specific result for something as unstable as a human life in the 
future and within an unbalanced society.  Even the clearer knowl-
edge of the experts,  they predict  the results  in fantastic conditions, 
while the application of knowledge in the real world does not ensure 
the same results. Instead, a number of consequences are produced and 
caused by the contribution of all the details and all the different things, 
and -  we don't  forget  -  with our  own decisive  choices.  That's  why 
smart predictions, wise and cautious guidelines for desired results, and 
while the things appear convincing, can easily be disputed and over-
turned by people who ignore the issues. Justifiably everyone has a lit-
tle or more anxiety until they see the results. Unfortunately, again, a 
success can be followed by unbelievable surprises and our dreams be-
ing refuted. 

* Answer to those who will reproach the author for "arrogance", es-
pecially when talking about the "Universe". When we talk about the 
Universe and about the beginning of the world, we do not imply that 
we have knowledge separately of each thing and of all what are done 
and we have not a sense of omniscience at all - such as the word "omni-
science" would convincingly fit. Instead, we perceive that a multitude 
of things, even the most nearby are less well-known than we think, as 
many philosophers have recognized. We do not know enough even the 
things that are next to us. We observe as researchers the similarities in a 
multitude of different things, their common traits and certain phenome-
na that are involved in  all  things,  and we give explanations of how 
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these common phenomena are linked to each other and whether there 
are laws that apply to the whole of nature, for all its parts. On other 
pages I have unfolded the question of how the knowledge urges man to 
transcend the limits  of certain  knowledge ...  even to deceive others. 
Still I have designed images where the harmful and injurious power of 
knowledge appears on one side, and on the other side the inactivity due 
to (Socratical) consciousness of ignorance. 

Notes

(1) More on the "Information, Knowledge and Seduce"

(2) "Ethics without knowledge and thought is unfounded and inade-
quate, while knowledge without an intellectual orientation is pointless 
and misleading" as you read again on other pages. 

(3) 
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* Some supplemental lines on the assessment of the truth, so as they 
had been said many years ago, in order to be emphasized that the credi-
bility makes sense when gained with knowledge that we can easily and 
quickly confirm. Simple thoughts, with which many people will agree, 
but very often these do not be practiced: 

“It  is  undue to  divert  us  from the  recognition  of  credibility:  The 
"blind" faith, the number of those who agree or disagree, our moods, 
the ease or the difficulty to we understand, the ease or the difficulty of 
discovery, the reliability of those who talk, the usefulness for our pur-
poses, the unconditional questioning, the similarities, as generally the 
clues. We must appreciate the correctness and certainty of knowledge 
similarly so as we decide on the fate of a human life in the criminal 
court, thus recognizing the limits of our true knowl-
edge and limiting the possibility of luring us or to 
they exploit us, to deceive us and to find ourselves 
unprepared. The firm belief in unfounded, unproven, 
careless  and  fragmentary  opinions,  which  we  call 
"opinions", undoubtedly serves those who have rea-
sons to change them, when and as they define it with 
an of the innumerable intelligent ways. It also serves ourselves ... so 
that we do not change our opinions, because we fear the consequences 
and we find it useless to be thinking shoot for the discovery of igno-
rance and for certainty. Between the two extremes, the credulity and the 
incredulity,  we will  be closer to reality,  stronger,  more prepared and 
more unlimited in mind when we tend into questioning and searching”. 
(The Theology of Science, ©2000) 
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An integrated / comprehensive Answer, namely: 
Moral, Psychological, Rational, Political, Cosmological

 <•> There is a single answer that raises different issues rationally. 
From the opinions expressed about a group of similar issues (eg, about 
the question of how we distinguish the truth and how our thinking in-
fluenced from desires), consequences are drawn that touch our views 
on many other issues (eg how much reliable is the history and about 
events that we have learn). We are not talking about explaining a dis-
tinct and rare phenomenon. We are talking about a large package of 
many answers and an interpretation from which it is revealed how a 
number of phenomena and many separate issues are connected. That is, 
the answer to the questions is unified and not one-sided.

Let's analyze it a bit.
•  Moral Response. Because without thinking about the destination 

of life, without appreciating the spiritual priority of life to itself and 
without regulating behavior with spiritual values, knowledge will not 
solve our problems. On the contrary, with knowledge but no morality 
we are living misled, knowledge is used for every exploitation, politics 
reproduces injustice and whole societies are crazy, if not destroyed.

• Psychological response. The soul without morality and if the falla-
cies are not removed can not calm down. Without our thinking in spiri-
tual orientate and with a life seduced by personal experience, morality 
remains casual and human logic becomes discriminatory. We still need 
our awareness of our reality and weaknesses and get rid of our fantasies 
with spiritual cultivation. Also, we can not talk about human life and 
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soul and leave out social and political phenomena (out of our thinking). 
Are  you  talking  about  human  life  without  the  spiritual  compass  of 
morality and with the dream that life can be smooth and so as we plan?

•  Rational  Answer.  Because  we start  with  the  appreciation,  that 
some truths are more obvious than some others and we are looking for 
credibility. We doubt about what we can not confirm in our own experi-
ence, we put our opinions in a series, we recognize weaknesses for full 
knowledge and simplify our knowledge. We look for the error when the 
conclusions negate the original thought. We are thinking with the opti-
mistic logic that the world and the facts exist with laws and all things 
are somehow connected and explained. Have you knowledge without 
thinking and without being able to appreciate the reliability of your in-
formation? Do you believe or refuse only according to your expecta-
tions and interests?

• Answer that is political. Because, apart from human co-operations 
and controversies, society needs laws that respect morality (with spiri-
tual orientation) and the human logic that does not conflict with natural 
laws. It necessary to being prevent the exploitation of human weakness-
es, people to being protected of abuse of trust also from thugs, whether 
be simple bums whether be famous and are in positions of power. Peo-
ple must live in a society conducive to their spiritual cultivation and 
moral improvement. Are you talking about social problems without the 
spiritual purpose of life and without the moral perspective of the state?

• Answer that is even cosmological. Because if we ignore the phys-
ical laws and the weaknesses of man in the material world, immature 
views and fantasies (such as religious ones) are formed and through on 
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every occasion from personal and occasional experience. Everyone be-
lieves in his own god and lives in his own imaginary world, while with 
exaggerated expectations and mad wishes, man behaves in an arrogant 
way, his thoughts are trapped in the social environment and exhausted 
in efforts that do not bring happiness. Generally, from natural world re-
search and from cosmology, we are expecting unambiguous answers to 
the questions of the principle of Life and the existence of God, which 
are also inseparable from ethics. Are you talking about happiness, about 
morality and about human relations, having ignorance for natural laws, 
contempt for human weaknesses and disdain for the great ignorance 
about  reality?  Also,  we can not rule  out the usefulness  of  questions 
about knowledge and human thought for cosmological research and the 
closest relationship that lifestyle has to spiritual cultivation and intellec-
tual abilities.

• Here's a brilliant example of a unified answer, from a book about 
a Global Ethics: From the subversive (moral) view about the rela-

tionship of thought and missing knowledge with 
the deception of a human life, we come to the 
subversive (sociological) view, about the facili-
tation  and  protecting  for  rogue's  actions  with 
State laws and about engaging of the State in 
partnerships that have no ethical priority. How 
will  we  observe  this  important  relationship  if 
we only focus on issues of psychology or poli-

tics alone?

• The philosophers are people with the research spirit who can not 
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restrict  their  thinking to one detached thing. Since ancient times, 
they have realized that,  ultimately,  the whole world is somewhat 
connected to our lives, while the senses present the world in a grad-
ual, fragmentary and relative way. As it was written in the philo-
sophical book "Theology of Science," 2000 edition:

"Things  are  not  created  and  are  not 
linked  to  isolated  relations  of  physics, 
chemistry, astronomy, economics, general-
ly of specialized sciences" p. 338 

"The limited things exist and are made 
with  a  common and  immediate  principle 
(...) and not only with the abstract relations 
of specialized sciences" p. 387 

"If reality as a whole was not directly by itself as an indepen-
dent and self-defined existence, then stability, unity and quality 
would be impossible in material - external activity and therefore 
any intellectual development in time." p. 388 

An integrated / comprehensive Answer, namely: 

Moral Psychological Rational Political Cosmological
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<•> All thoughts from a rational principle: For the formation of knowledge, 
the concept of truth and knowledge, the principle of senses, the difference be-
tween thinking and senses, the recognition of reliability, the mental indetermi-
nacy and fantasy.

<•> Intelligent (mental) and cosmological ethic. The regulatory power of 
thinking for human life and behavior. The inseparable relation of thinking and 
intellect from human life and behavior. The spiritual relationship of human with 
itself.

<•> Cosmological theory by removing useless information, reducing physi-
cal phenomena to the most general phenomena (to a few fundamental ones), 
simplification of concepts. Rational interpretation of the structure of matter and 
astronomical world. Calculations according to measurements of physics, in-
vestigation of natural limits, theoretical observations and investigation of coin-
cidences. How natural laws and forces are applied.

<•> Life, human and society. Spiritual orientation: The global ethic without 
the  cloak  of  religion.  The  intellectual  revolution  for  a  moral  State  (without 
cheaters, speculators, and embezzlers of confidence, from one person only or 
from a group under legal coverage). The intellectual orientation (moral) for so-
ciety and for the role of State.

<•>  Review to earlier  philosophical  efforts,  extracts  from philosophical 
works, comments and valuations through contemporary knowledge and expe-
rience. Philosophy, religion and belief.

KNOWLEDGE WITHOUT ETHICS IS AIMLESS AND A TRICK 
>>>

CANCELLATION A LOT OF LIES AND FANTASIES >>>
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KNOWLEDGE  WITHOUT  ETHICS  AND  ETHICS  WITHOUT 
KNOWLEDGE

KNOWLEDGE WITHOUT ETHICS IS POINTLESS AND MIS-
LEADING

· The knowledge serves the impostor and it easily used misleading.

· Ultimately, people are educated as cheaters to exploit weaknesses 
of other people and to make money.

· The undoubted knowledge without understanding well or without 
confirmation in our experience is transformed into faith.

· Knowledge can be useless until misleading, even may enhance the 
illusions and prevent an investigation.

·  Knowledge is  always  incomplete  and thinking inevitably passes 
from one thing to another without termination.

·  The application of knowledge to be successful,  even need more 
knowledge while the luck is subversive.

· Easily and often manifests itself, wrongly we were certain for a re-
sult. So we overburden others, but also ourselves wronged. Because we 
had overestimated our knowledge as well as our abilities.

· Most of our knowledge reflect unique, rare and unrepeatable things 
that we can not get closer and countless details, that will not occur in 
our own lives.

·  Estimates and average calculations sometimes are necessary and 
faster than accurate knowledge with measurements and from efforts for 
knowledge with the greatest accuracy.
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The following slogan is worldwide 
important:  Morality  without  knowl-
edge and thought is unfounded and in-
sufficient,  while  knowledge  without 
spiritual orientation is unnecessary and 
misleading.* "Useless knowledge" be-
cause we do not achieve a better fate 
and  life,  nor  that  we  have  target,  as 
dreaming. "Misleading knowledge" because just done the opposite, to 
think that we know, we do not realize deficiencies of knowledge, while 
after  implement of (insufficient) our knowledge probable we destroy 
and even forget what we knew. "As ignorance, error and knowledge can 
warps ethic, equally the lack of spiritual search and morality may dis-
tort and disorient knowledge and intellect". So, what is the meaning of 
knowledge and logic, when they are means of misleading activities, for 
pleasant delusions and corroborate ourselves and if we thinking more 
with lies and fantasies? Then, how can we be fair, good and happy?*

The spirit / intellect (or pneuma) is not isolated in nature. So, we 
speak default for Ethics consolidated with logic. We talk about thinking 
and knowledge, but we seek a destination for these, that can not exter-
nally in the world, only. Knowledge without mental orientation is un-
necessary and misleading. When we say "man is a rational animal" this 
does not mean not making mistakes or does not ignore and that  in-
evitably thinks with logic and that man does not influenced by errors 
and ignorance. Knowledge is always incomplete, and the imagination 
confused with things. It does not ensure foolproof appreciation and we 
can say more than really know, even to forget!  It revealed the role of 
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knowledge and logic for cheat, deception, for pointless action and for 
the exploitation of intellectual weaknesses. The best scammers are not 
afraid of knowledge but are encouraged by it. The cheating, half truth 
and the lack of information is a serious problem, that goes beyond the 
limits of morality and mutates in cancer with metastases in all organs of 
society. The purpose of knowledge is not necessarily getting rid of lies 
and fantasies, but often serves the opposite.

But on the contrary, the morality without knowledge and thought is 
unfounded and insufficient. Moral acts are possible even without think-
ing (such as a quick motion for protection of a life). The survival efforts 
or the care for family can be estimated as moral behavior. But if we do 
not  recognize  things,  if  we  consider  that  things  have  a  relationship 
while they have not or they have an opposite relationship, if  we are 
thinking that they have some features or deprived and we appreciate er-
roneous, then with erroneous opinions and estimates we will act unjust-
ly.

*  Footnote:  This  brief  statement  summarizing  a  volume  pages  with 
thoughts about the meaning of life. This was a spiritual beacon for the devel-
opment of my philosophical thoughts from the beginning of my endeavor and 
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published in the pages of my first book (pages 45, 355, 438). The total of thoughts 
and formulated philosophical theory published it under the title "The Theolo-
gy of Science" and for many years as the manuscript was titled "The value of 
knowledge and the knowledge of value". Later I found the saying of Al. Ein-
stein that approaching, but its importance is more limited (for the future for 
society). It was not said for the daily lives of every human being, as a spiritual 
foundation generally for every human life in world and as a principle for the 
explanation of human behavior: "Science without religion is lame,  religion 
without science is blind".
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> Do not say you did not know

      > Think and learn, before it happens to you...

           > Think better, act less

      > Escape from your fantasies

     > You will not avoid the worst no matter how smart you act

An integrated / comprehensive Answer, namely: 

Moral Psychological Rational Political Cosmological 

> We are talking about a large package of many answers and an interpreta-
tion from which a number of phenomena and many separate issues are con-
nected. Let's analyze it a bit ... 
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<<< BETWEEN RELIGION AND SCIENCE >>>
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